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SEO is SCUUUUURY.

Sometimes I think about it, and my brain wants to
leak out of my ears. And I'm a COPYWRITER, yo.

So, if it scares me...I'm wondering if it scares you
too.

If you're a business owner, with a blog, and you want
some basic SEO tips that you can implement without
even thinking...you're in the right place.

Let's get you SEO'd up the wazoo!
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Decide on Your Topic1.

7 Ways to SEO-Proof Your Blog
How to Create a Website in 5 Easy Steps
Social Media Marketing: A Quick Guide to Getting it Right

Your Meditation Questions Answered
Groom Your Dog in 5 Quick Steps
Learn How to Style Yourself For Every Occasion
Create a One-Page Business Plan
8 Tips for Entrepreneurs in 2021
X Ways to [verb] [noun]
How to [verb] [noun] in X Easy Steps
[Your topic]: A Quick Guide to Getting it RIght
X Tips For Perfecting [your topic]
Why is X Important: A Tell-All

HINT: This isn't just about deciding on your topic.

This is where your keyword or keyphrase lives. It lets Google (and
your readers) find it, so make sure it includes a popular search
term.

If your blog is about how to bake a chocolate cake, your blog
should be titled, 'How to Bake a Chocolate Cake.'

Here are some other examples:

Here are 10 titles for you to swipe. The first five include examples
of verbs and nouns you can swap out, and the second five only
have placeholders.
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When you start to put a search term into google, google will predict
what it is you're searching for. I. KNOW.

These are amazing clues because they're telling you what people
are looking for in the googs meister. It's SEO GOLD.
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Use these suggestions as ideas for your own blog title
Take note of these and use them throughout your blog, if
they're appropriate

BONUS TIP: Keep your blog post title to between 45-55
characters.

 

2. Ask Google



Make sure your key phrase is in your main title
Make sure your key phrase is in your meta-title
Make sure your key phrase is in your meta-description
Keep your title at 45-55 characters
Keep your meta-title at 45-55 characters
Keep your meta-description at 120-140 characters
Capitalise your title and meta-title using Capitalize My Title

Some website builders allow SEO plugins. If you have one, like
Yoast or Surfer SEO, you're able to write meta-titles and meta-
descriptions.

Yoast is amazing because it has a little dot that will go green once
your SEO is on point.

But if you don't have a plugin like this, here are a few things worth
remembering:
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3. SEO Plugins

http://italizemytitle.com/style/NYTimes/


There are some tools you can use to find even more keywords that
will increase your SEO scoring.

The first is Keywords Everywhere. You'll install this into your
browser and then when you do a search, a whole amazing list of
keywords will pop up. You can use these in your blog, where
appropriate.

4. Keyword Tools
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https://keywordseverywhere.com/


The second is a tool called UberSuggest. It works in the same
way as Keywords Everywhere. Just pop that search term into
your browser, and you'll have keyword and longtail keyord
suggestions for dayyyyzzzzz.

Keyword Tools cont...
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https://app.neilpatel.com/en/ubersuggest/


Now that you've found your keyphrase, you need to use it
throughout your blog.
Firstly, use it in your very first paragraph. This is a great thing
to do for SEO. The first paragraph should be bolded, and
should come directly after your title.

Secondly, use it where appropriate throughout your blog.
Google doesn't like it when you overstuff your blog with your
keywords and phrases. But using the keyphrase when needed
will make your blog even more SEO-rich.

You can also use all the related keywords and long-tail
keywords that you've found using Keywords Everywhere
and/or UberSuggest. Place these in your blog, also where
appropriate.
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5. Use Your Keyphrase



6. Use headings

Google loves headings. 
If google is a dog, the headings are bits of rawhide sprinkled all
over the virtual garden.
If google is a British person, headings are the emerging sun's
rays in May.
Google...a pizza. Headings...my husband.
Google...a Kardashian. Headings...Ryan Seacrest.
Google...

You get the point.

Start your blog with your first paragraph (or a couple, if you
like) and then type up your first heading, using H2 or Heading
2.

You can then use H2 or Heading 3 throughout, but make sure
your conclusion's heading is in H2.
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7. Italics and Bolding
Using italics and bolding certain words or phrases, makes
things stand out in your blog, and makes it more reader-
friendly. This is a component of SEO. So, play around with
bolding and italics.



Link to other articles or blogs that you have written, that are
relevant to the topic you're writing about.

Also link to pages outside of your website.
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A SUMMARY

8. Links

Use keywords in your title, that you know people are searching
for (eg. how to bake bread; how to build bookshelves; best
home remedy for a cold)
Find keywords and phrases linked to your main
keywords/phrase using google and tools like Keywords
Everywhere and UberSuggest.
Use your main keywords in your title, in your first paragraph,
and sprinkled throughout your blog, where appropriate.
Use headings throughout your blog, and put your keywords into
these headings where possible.
Use italics and bolding appropriately.
Link to other similar articles you've written.
Link to other similar articles other people have written.

Right. Let's run through all of that again and make sure we're on
top of all of it.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Ultimately, you blog must provide value. Google reads your blog
like people do, so keep your writing style natural. Never sacrifice
quality for SEO.


